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Abstract: The agri-food industry plays an important role in the manufacturing industry in the Autonomous Community of Extremadura (Spain). The main objective of this study is to identify which business factors influence the success of the innovative performance in this regional industry. We proposed a novel theoretical model in which we analyzed the effect of six business variables. Using a multiple-case study, five in-depth interviews were carried out to measure the level of importance that managers gave to each of the variables. The study validated the proposed model in which all the contrasted variables (Management, Strategy, Structure, Culture, Climate, and Market Orientation) had a great weight for the achievement of the innovative performance. The study contributes to the promotion of the capacities and competences of the agri-food companies’ managers for the development of innovative activities favoring the knowledge, the external visibility, and the competitiveness of the companies. It is also useful for Public Administrations when developing policies to promote and encourage innovation in a sector of vital importance in the rural and regional development of this Spanish region.
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1. Introduction

The agri-food industry groups a set of very heterogeneous activities, ranging from the first transformation of animal and vegetable raw materials to the production of sophisticated products such as functional foods. The importance of the agri-food sector goes beyond the quantitative indicators of economic activity and job creation. A whole series of variables interact in the sector and have a direct influence on society’s well-being as a whole, in addition to the agents directly related to food production. The first function of the sector is to respond to the needs of obtaining enough food to meet the demands of citizens. Furthermore, food is increasingly required to have certain characteristics that contribute to improving the health and well-being of those who consume it. The agri-food activity is distributed throughout the territory, and especially in rural areas, which helps to avoid depopulation and to achieve an adequate territorial balance. It also has a direct impact on the environment, playing a very important role in the sustainable management of natural resources and in the adaptation and mitigation of the effects of climate change.

In the European Union, the food industry is the most important activity of the manufacturing industry, with a value of more than 1,109 billion euros in turnover, representing 13.8% of overall consumption in the EU. This sector comprises 294,000 companies that employ 4.57 million people. Small- and medium-sized companies (SMEs) represent 48.1% of the total turnover of the food sector and 61.3% of the total number of jobs it generates. A total of 95.3% of the companies in the sector are SMEs with fewer than 50 employees, and 79.6% have fewer than 10 workers. Overall, 9 out of 10 companies are SMEs or micro-SMEs [1].
In Spain, the food and beverage industry is the first industrial sector in the country and is an important driver of growth that contributes to the wealth and development of the Spanish economy. According to the Industrial Survey of Companies of the National Statistics Institute (INE), the Spanish agri-food industry ranks fifth in terms of turnover with 9.5%, after France (16.4%), Germany (15.4%), Italy (12%), and the United Kingdom (11.9%). The food and beverage industry is the first branch of the industrial sector, with 113,993.07 million euros of production value, representing 24.8% of the industrial sector, 18% of employed people, and 15.5% of the value added. The number of companies amounts to 31,342, which represents 15.1% of the manufacturing industry. A total of 96.5% of companies have fewer than 50 employees, and 79.8% have fewer than 10 employees [2].

Extremadura, a region bordering Portugal, is extensive in surface (8.22% of the country), but sparsely populated (it represents 2.3% of the total Spanish population). Its 1,072,863 inhabitants are distributed with an average density of 25.7 inhabitants per km$^2$, compared to 92.3 in the rest of the country. The agricultural and food industry is one of the main economic activities in Extremadura and plays a key role in the regional economy. The weight of the agricultural sector and its associated industries is substantially higher than the national average. However, despite their importance and role in the regional development, the Extremaduran agribusinesses suffer from chronic problems caused by a small size, local character, lack of business clusters, and little innovative activity [3].

The agri-food industry is undergoing substantial changes and needs to include innovation within its strategies, in addition to changing its products. On the one hand, the companies must adapt their products to the new consumers and the market’s food demands, in order to be more competitive and differentiate themselves from other producers. On the other hand, they must adapt their organizational structure, and especially their marketing strategies, to gain competitiveness and adapt to the international markets, which implies changes in non-technological innovation. As in other industries, innovation (technological and non-technological) gives agri-food companies the possibility of generating higher incomes and increasing their productivity and competitiveness.

Based on this framework, the main objective of this study is to identify which business factors influence the success of the innovative performance in this industry. This raises the following questions: Does the type of management influence the companies’ innovative performance? Does innovative strategy influence the companies’ innovative performance? Does the organization influence the companies’ innovative performance? Does culture influence the companies’ innovative performance? Does the organizational climate influence the companies’ innovative performance? Does market orientation influence the companies’ innovative performance? To answer these questions, a multiple-case study methodology is used to analyze, from an organizational point of view, which elements contribute to the ability of companies to develop an innovative strategy. The study validates the premises of the proposed model, in which Management, Strategy, Structure, Organization, Culture, Climate and Market Orientation are factors that determine Innovative Performance.

Regarding the factors that promote and drive the innovation development in companies, the study of Jiménez and Sanz [4] classified the internal factors that are determinants of innovation. They highlighted the strategy, the organizational structure, the direction and leadership, human resources, and other factors such as technological capital and market orientation. According to several studies, the characteristics of the region are fundamental when it comes to promoting innovative activity [5–7].

Studies on innovation related to regions and regional innovation systems in Spain are diverse, although not numerous [8–10]. Buesa [8] analyzed the regional allocation of R&D activities and their results, revealing that the existence of innovative companies is the most influential factor in the relative position of the Spanish regions and their interregional differences. Buesa et al. [9] established a typology of regional innovation systems, and Badiola and Coto [10] explained the decisive factors generating innovation in Spanish regions.

Regarding the innovative activity of specific regions and their companies, various studies have analyzed regional innovation in Spain [11]. For example, [12] examined the capacity of innovation of SMEs in Andalusia; López-Rodríguez et al. [13] focused on the study of the impact of the regional
innovation system in the Basque Country; and in [14,15], the innovative activity of companies in Extremadura was analyzed. Some international studies also analyzed regional innovation systems, such as Cooke [16] for various countries; Santos and Simoes [17] in Portugal; Niembro [18] in Argentina. Zukauskaite [19] also explained the variety of regional innovation systems and their institutional characteristics.

However, there are fewer studies focusing on the relation between the agri-food industry and innovation. Specifically, there is little research on innovation drivers, types of innovation, and innovation orientation, e.g., [20–22]. In the study of Avermaete et al. [23] the lack of empirically proven studies on innovation in SME food companies was highlighted, and Traill and Meulenberg [24] indicated the lack of research on innovation orientation and its link with organizational performance. Capitanio et al. [25] found that the driving factors of innovation in the Italian food sector could be identified as internal (endogenous) dynamics, which is important for the strategic behavior of companies. External dynamics were also found to be important, through responses to competition and reaction to high-tech products. Baregheh et al. [26] studied an innovation profile in the SME food sector in the United Kingdom. They explored the degree (radical or incremental), types of innovation (product, process, commercialization, and organization), and the innovative orientation (propensity to innovate). The study by Maarten et al. [27] presented four in-depth case studies in the agri-food sector of different countries (The Netherlands, Germany, and France). Special attention was paid to how innovation agents have successfully organized SME innovation networks. Other recent studies on the agri-food industry are those of [28–30]. The study of [29] developed and validated a measurement instrument of innovation drivers that can be used by agri-food companies to adopt strategies for improving competitiveness and innovation.

In Spain, in relation to the agri-food industry are the studies by [31–37]. Among the most recent studies, Arias et al. [37] carried out a characterization of the companies in this industry according to the obstacles to innovation. Some examples of recent studies on innovation in the Extremadura region are those of [3,38,39].

The study is novel in several aspects. First, it aims to contribute to the existing literature by analyzing innovation in the agri-food industry, especially in a regional setting. Second, another novelty in relation to the latest reviewed studies was to apply a qualitative methodology (multiple case study). Third, the study addresses a theoretical research gap through the proposed conceptual model since, to our knowledge, there are no studies that have analyzed more than two variables as determinants of innovative performance.

The outcomes of this study have important implications for both managers and public administrations. In this sense, the main contribution of the study is oriented, on the one hand, at the promotion of the capacities and competences of the managers of the agri-food companies for the development of innovative activities favoring the knowledge, the external visibility, and the competitiveness of the companies. On the other hand, it is useful for Public Administrations when developing policies to promote and encourage innovation in a sector of vital importance in rural and regional development.

Moreover, the benefits associated with the study are linked to its innovative nature. The first objective of this study is to be relevant to the agri-food companies by providing advice in order to define organizational models aimed at carrying out innovative activities. In addition, from an economic point of view and its implications in the development of the region, it is relevant to understand the situation of innovation in the agri-food industry in order to establish public actions and to take measures to encourage this type of activity.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, firstly, the research model is proposed and the premises of the study are established; secondly, the methodology (multiple case study) and the data used are analyzed; the main results are presented and discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively; finally, a conclusion is presented in the last section.
2. Materials and Methods

Both the economic and the organizational analysis coincide in highlighting the importance of innovation in the complex and changing world that organizations are currently faced with. “Innovate or fall behind: the competitive imperative for virtually all businesses today is that simple. Responding to that command is difficult, however, because innovation takes place when different ideas, perceptions, and ways of processing and judging information collide” [40] (p. 1). “Innovation has become the core pillar of achievement for every organization in the current business world. Fast-evolving technology, shorter product life cycles, and a higher rate of product development, possibly boost the speed of innovation, which triggers changes in the nature of economic development” [41] (p. 66). On the one hand, innovation is a way of avoiding obsolescence, responding to changing market expectations, and is a source of competitive advantage. On the other hand, innovation takes different forms, each one as part of a multidimensional, multidisciplinary, and multifactorial process, as the product of an interaction within the organization and with its environment, in a permanent and non-linear way.

In effect, innovation is a complex activity in an organization, in which multiple variables intervene both internally and externally. It is a dynamic in which the internal and external aspects interact at the beginning and the end of the process. It is also an activity that must be considered as a deeply creative process, product, and mentality. Additionally, it seeks to satisfy internal needs in order to achieve better levels of efficiency and quality that result in greater competitiveness through better satisfaction of market needs.

Complexity is the result of a blend of learning, knowledge, creativity, and management. This combination fosters the use of both the company’s own resources as well as external resources, thereby seeking to leverage the process of differentiation, with the aim of gaining a competitive advantage.

Therefore, there is a set of variables that intervene to make all of this possible: (i) a Culture that drives an adequate mindset [28,42–44]; (ii) a Structure that organizes work in a way that enhances human capital [45,46]; (iii) a Strategy that sets a course and establishes the “how to do” [47–51]; (iv) Management that acts proactively, not only creating appropriate internal conditions, but also external ones, in the management of complementary resources [52–66]; (v) a Market Orientation that establishes the environment-organization relationship as a source of ideas, recommendations, adjustments, and benchmarks [67–71]; (vi) and, finally, a Climate capable of creating the enthusiasm and commitment necessary to achieve the objectives [42,72,73].

Based on these variables, the following research premises were established:

1. There is a positive relationship between Culture and Innovative Performance (P1);
2. There is a positive relationship between Structure and Innovative Performance (P2);
3. There is a positive relationship between Strategy and Innovative Performance (P3);
4. There is a positive relationship between Management and Innovative Performance (P4);
5. There is a positive relationship between Market Orientation and Innovative Performance (P5);
6. There is a positive relationship between Climate and Innovative Performance (P6).

In previous studies, only a maximum of two of these factors have been set as determinants of innovative performance. This study suggests that all these factors are important and have a joint influence on innovative performance. An innovative Culture develops the mentality that leads to organizing work in an appropriate way. The Organization involves the development of the strategy that determines how to do it. It also influences the Management that generates the right conditions not only internally but externally. Market Orientation establishes the environment-organization relationship as a source of ideas, recommendations, adjustments, and points of reference. Finally, the organizational Climate is the factor capable of generating the enthusiasm and commitment necessary to achieve the objectives. Through the methodology used, a model that has not been previously developed was explored.
Figure 1 shows the components of the proposed model that aims to determine innovative performance.

![Conceptual model of the factors that influence innovative performance.](image-url)

In order to validate the established premises, the present study used a qualitative methodology based on a multiple-case study, which enriched the understanding of the investigated aspects to the extent that the triangulation of the results enabled us to achieve a more robust analysis. In accordance with Ruiz [74] (p. 57), a qualitative research strategy “imposes a context of discovery and exploration”, a circumstance that fits our objective.

According to Yin [75], this approach is appropriate because it fosters a broad understanding of the researched issue. Through case studies, the factors that influence innovative performance can be fully appreciated, and its attributes can then be widely understood through a simultaneous analysis of all its aspects. There are several categories of case studies. Reference [75] defines three categories: descriptive, exploratory, and explanatory. For this study, the exploratory approach was adopted.

Before carrying out an investigation using the case analysis methodology, the theoretical framework of the investigation must be defined, and an exhaustive compilation and review of the literature related to the topic must be done. As a previous step, we reviewed the background from other researches, hypotheses, and experimentations, which will facilitate the interpretation and analysis of the data at the end of the study.

Another fundamental element of the design in this type of methodology is the type of sampling to be carried out. In our case, the sample was selected in order to identify notable agri-food companies according to their management and performance in terms of innovation. The aim was to look for relevant examples of good practices to later extend the generalization to any type of company.

For this purpose, a report (directory) of the Extremaduran agri-food companies was carried out. The information to prepare this report came from the cross-analysis of information collected from different databases (NIS, Extremaduran Agri-food Cooperatives, and SABI) with the CNAE code 10 (Agri-food Industry), 11 (Beverages), and 12 (Tobacco). From these sources, the companies were analyzed, and according to the data available at the time, some companies were found to be duplicated, extinct, without activity at the time, or with incorrect contact information. This information was collected and completed with information from their own webpages. The report contains data from a total of 734 agri-food companies. It summarizes information on the name of the company, legal form, general contact information, number of employees, and whether they carry out innovative activities, in addition to inform if they have received public financial aid related to innovation. At the end of the report, they were categorized based on the classification of their activities. Thus, we decided which companies could join the case study, and established contact with the preselected companies, informing them of the general ideas of the research study.
A fundamental element of the design of this methodology is the elaboration of the semi-structured interview. To do this, a script (or protocol) was prepared, including the aspects related to the selected variables previously analyzed.

The interview script consisted of the following sections:

1. Questions about the company in general, its history, and its position in the market, evaluating the company’ intensity of competition and the elements to induce this (type of product, easy access to production technology, absence of barriers to entry, the speed of technological and product change, international environment, similar products, evolution of demand, ...).

2. The sector in which the company operates: assessment of the dynamics of change that the sector is facing (due to technological changes or continuous innovation in products and processes). Identification of the agents that promote changes in the sector (large companies, new investors, start-ups, incubators, etc.). Assessment of the importance of innovation and/or change.

3. Characteristics of the innovative dynamics. The generation of ideas, their development, improvement, and implementation are based exclusively on intellectual capital; whether it is the product of a proactive search for ideas in their environment (research outside their internal dynamics), or the result of both (internal research and external).

4. Innovation management. Management styles that fosters innovation in the company.

5. Innovative strategy: it is important to structure a formal strategy, to carry out an analysis of threats and opportunities; level of formalization of strategic actions with the preparation of internal documents of the actions to be developed, accompanied by mechanisms of control and types of innovation strategies.

6. Structure of the organization with respect to the innovative activity of the company: it is important to define who is responsible for the different activities; the existence of a high level of specialization (marketing, human resources, production, R&D, etc.); establishment of a hierarchy of authority (organizational chart); definition of work organization (structure); ability to respond to changes in the environment.

7. Innovative company culture: staff commitment to innovation; appreciation of the culture of innovation; values and principles to be transmitted to the people assuming an innovative role within the company; employees’ attitude towards changes and innovation attuned to the strategic objectives of innovation; management’s willingness to implement a proactive search for answers to internal and external problems, encouraging the development of solutions.

8. Market orientation: evaluation of the central objective of satisfying customer needs; having fluid communication with suppliers; monitoring the actions of competitors; participation in all areas of the company in the definition and implementation of solutions given to the needs of the clients.

9. Organizational climate: assessment of having a positive work environment that generates trust and commitment from all areas and personnel of the organization; flexibility in both the work itself and in the evaluation systems that value this work, along with creativity and innovation.

10. Other variables that are important for achieving innovative performance that were not considered in the interview (e.g., training).

11. In the last section of questions, companies were asked about the rating (Likert scale 1: too little 5: very much) of certain aspects that could hinder the achievement of the objectives of change and/or innovation (e.g., lack of coordination, development times that are too long, choosing the right ideas for the market, lack of financing, lack of support from public administrations). In the case of the lack of support from public administrations, companies were asked about what public actions the company would require to encourage innovative activity (public financial support, personalized advice, free training courses or seminars, etc.).
Given the exploratory nature of the qualitative studies, neither the researchers nor the interviewees knew the totality of the information that they had to provide and collect. For this reason, the protocol was sent to the selected companies before the interviews.

Once the cases were selected, the interview was carried out and the relevant information obtained in the responses was collected. We also used other secondary information that would allow the study to be completed (date on which the interview took place, the position of the interviewed person, organization address, duration, and the method used).

Five Extremaduran agri-food companies of different sizes and branches of activity were contacted. Based on the diversity of the situation (age, size, with or without a formal R&D department), we prepared for different eventualities in order to validate the proposed model. The contact with the companies and the interviews started in late February 2020. Table 1 shows the date, the place, the interviewee’s position, and the duration of the interviews. The interviews were recorded with the permission of the interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Companies</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Interviewed</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company A</td>
<td>28 February 2020</td>
<td>Main office</td>
<td>CFO</td>
<td>1.5 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company B</td>
<td>9 March 2020</td>
<td>Main office</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>1.5 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company C</td>
<td>13 March 2020</td>
<td>Main office</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>1.5 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company D</td>
<td>8 June 2020</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>2 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company E</td>
<td>18 June 2020</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>2 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the objectives and the methodology established in the project, the first three interviews were carried out at the main office of the company. On 14 March the State of Alarm was decreed by the Spanish government due to the COVID-19 pandemic that affected both the companies involved in the study and the project itself. In our case, from that date, it prevented the interviews from being conducted at the company’s physical location. Once the lockdown measures were eased to Phase 2 in Spain, the companies were contacted again, and in this case, the interviews were conducted through Zoom videoconferences.

Finally, to analyze and interpret the information, an initial coding framework for the interview transcripts was developed. The data obtained through the literature and the interviews allowed the coding and analysis of the cases. Finally, the functional-structural analysis was carried out after revisiting the literature again.

3. Results

The main results of the case study carried out are presented below.

3.1. Case Descriptions

- COMPANY A: Fruit and vegetables processing and preservation

Company A is a second-generation family business, founded in 1976. It currently ranks second in the world for tomato powder production. It is a primary producer whose main clients are major food processing multinationals such as Unilever and Heinz. Since 2014, the company has begun an expansion process (internationalization) through direct investment in countries with markets of great importance, such as China and USA (California).

On the other hand, its expansion at the national level led it to multiply its production infrastructures, in order to achieve not only proximity to its suppliers, but also greater stability in the supply of raw materials affected by ups and downs as a result of climatic changes. The group resulting from the expansion has an average of 600 workers, which can reach up to 1600 workers during the campaigns. It produces a total of 300 million kg of tomato, which is equivalent to 25% of the tomato on the Iberian Peninsula (Spain and Portugal), and 3.5% of worldwide production.
The innovative activity of the company A responds to the dynamics of change in the market of its clients, sustained by its R&D department, working with the Quality department. Both of them seek endogenous and open innovation to improve the company’s results.

- **COMPANY B: Canned vegetables manufacturer**

  Company B is a limited company founded in 2015. It is located in Don Benito (Badajoz). It is a small firm of five employees. Its structure is delocalized, being fundamentally a digital company. It is mainly dedicated to the transformation and commercialization of dried tomato, smoked tomato, and tomato powder, oriented at different sales channels.

  The tomato powder has competitive advantages, being able to maintain its sensory characteristics for two years. In addition, it is important to highlight its space advantages, since 1 kg of tomato powder is equivalent to 20 kg of fresh tomato. The company sells its products nationally and internationally (Italy, France, and Germany) through their website and on Amazon. In addition, in May 2020 the company began to work with the “Al Lado” supermarket chain.

  Its innovative product was the result of observing a need in the market, since in Extremadura, large tomato processing industries only produce and sell in industrial quantities, and there were no companies operating on a small scale. Company B takes advantage of this market segment that has not been exploited and sells tomato powder as another condiment for daily use in the kitchen. Its vision is the introduction of a novel, sustainable, and healthy product such as tomato powder in all kitchens of the world. However, since its inception in 2015, it has encountered a number of difficulties. On the one hand, the lack of market and competition; on the other hand, the inability to get the message across to the consumer. All this means that, at present, they are focusing their efforts on investing in marketing and advertising to relaunch their products.

- **COMPANY C: Olive oil manufacturer**

  Company C is a small company founded in 2015. It belongs to the subsector of the extra virgin olive oil manufacturing and its subsequent packaging and marketing. It has a staff of five people.

  The company has modern facilities, and it owns olive groves of Moorish olive variety. Its product portfolio also includes sherry vinegar, fragrant wine for cooking, aceiterol (an active ingredient in cosmetics), and olive leaf tea. They are olive oil exporters, with a presence in Japan, Mexico, USA, and Germany, among other countries.

- **COMPANY D: Wine manufacturer**

  Company D is a family winery that was born in 2003 from the decision to realize a longstanding family desire. The company’s objective is to create its own high-quality brand and, in addition, to promote the sale of bottled wine. They make a limited range of organic white and red wines. Their innovative activity responds to the development of a select and distinguished product that the firm achieves through the R&D investment oriented at clients in a specific market niche.

  The company has recently started exporting to clients in the UK, Belgium, and Portugal. They have obtained distinctions and prizes in competitions and fairs, in addition to being named “Bodeguera de Honor” in 2017.

- **COMPANY E: Wine manufacturer**

  Company E is an Agrarian Transformation Company (ATC), founded in 1982 and located in Almendralejo (Badajoz). It is a family business, with a tradition of more than five generations in the cultivation of the vine and the production of quality wines in Extremadura. They seek excellence in their wines, and, for this, they control the entire value chain, from the field to the winery. They are pioneers in the introduction of cultivation and varietal techniques in the Tierra de Barros area, near Almendralejo (Badajoz). The wines they make are: red, white, and semi-sweet, under the Ribera del Guadiana
Designation of Origin. In recent years, they have started to produce a sparkling wine, on which they focus all their efforts, building a second winery in 2019 for its exclusive production.

Since 2006, the company has begun an expansion process, opening a restaurant within the winery facilities, where they carry out tastings, pairings, events, and guided tours. In this way, the business materialized a new path of growth through the diversification of activities and the promotion of the wine culture. The whole of its industrial activity totals 25 workers. Of these, 10 employees work in the winery, 5 employees work in the restaurant, and the rest work in the cultivated fields.

The innovative dynamics of the company are governed by the characteristics of the wine sector: intense dynamics of change, mature, and strong competition. Accordingly, the company’s responsibility has been aimed at promoting growth, business activity, and the diversification of its products, producing quality wines and disseminating the cultural feeling of the wine.

The firm sells their products nationally and internationally, with their main clients being Portugal, Germany, and France. The recent participation in the Wine Marketing Plan of the Common Market Organization (CMO) has allowed it to expand to other markets, such as the USA or Japan.

The intense dynamics of change in the wine sector and the market demands have made it necessary for the company to constantly innovate, introducing new products (the “cava”), improving its infrastructures, and investing in technology. The firm also improved its corporate image in 2017.

Table 2 shows the main characteristics of the interviewed companies.
Table 2. Characteristics of the interviewed companies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Company A</th>
<th>Company B</th>
<th>Company C</th>
<th>Company D</th>
<th>Company E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsector (NACE Code)</td>
<td>1039—Other processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables</td>
<td>1039—Other processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables</td>
<td>1043—Olive oil manufacturing</td>
<td>1102—Wine processing</td>
<td>1102—Wine processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating income (€)</td>
<td>109,874,990</td>
<td>41,978</td>
<td>1,011,435</td>
<td>22,373</td>
<td>1,467,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit or loss (€)</td>
<td>5,859,087</td>
<td>−44,110</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>−82,051</td>
<td>74,147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total assets (€)</td>
<td>131,494,306</td>
<td>51,425</td>
<td>426,698</td>
<td>409,415</td>
<td>4,257,227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Strategic Dynamics and Management

- COMPANY A: Fruit and vegetables processing and preservation

Due to the characteristics of the sector and the magnitude of its production, company A moves within an environment in which competition is not very intense. It is a mature sector, in which the organizations are constantly growing, resulting in the existence of only a few large firms.

CFO: “We are the first transformation, we are not going linear, we are the first transformation and we sell to large food groups. We do not make a single product, we also produce concentrated tomato, tomato powder, tomato cubes, sauces ... a wide range of products.”

However, the entry of new producers in the market generates some concern, especially because they may have different treatments for their products.

CFO: “Ukraine has entered the tomato sector in recent years; in addition, it has a series of advantages with EU community tariffs.”

In summary, the characteristics of the sector lead to a higher competitive intensity at the international level than at the national level.

CFO: “We live in a global world, in the end, we are not competing with the Extremadura factories, not even with the Portuguese ... imagine, if 37 million kg of tomato are made worldwide and in Spain there are 3...”

Working as a team with all the area and production plant directors, the CEO creates a climate in the organization in which emotional intelligence prevails; there is permanent horizontal and vertical communication, which means that, despite the size of the group, coordination is successful.

CFO: “In our case, when acquiring several factories, each factory thinks that its way of working is the best, so when we acquire a factory, the first thing we do is to listen and see the way they are working. We are always open to learn. What we seek is to achieve synergy. We try to take the best from each of the plants. Our CEO, one of the things that he always values, is that all jobs are important in the value chain. For him, a department head is not more important than a mechanic. He often says it. People also like to listen to him. I believe this is the way it should be at work and in life, management is essential. And having people, trained, motivated people, and people with emotional intelligence.”

All this dynamic is punctuated by a culture that, through the search for excellence, drives up the levels of competitiveness, dynamism, and innovation necessary to maintain the high standards required to consolidate its competitive position, both nationally and internationally.

CFO: “We focus on our clients, looking to achieve the perfection that the client wants. Our CEO has always advocated being customer oriented, differentiating ourselves from the rest of the sector, doing what the competition does not. We have to do things differently.”

After the expansion, the company is at a stage of consolidation, centralization of information, and decision.

CFO: “We have had organic growth. Nowadays, we are focused on homogenizing everything, on linking all these acquisitions, each factory...”

Their market orientation also implies to maintain the links of collaboration and support to their customers and suppliers. The company responds, with their innovative dynamics, to the constant demands of their environment. They also monitor the movements of the competition, leading it to structure appropriate responses to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.
• COMPANY B: Canned vegetables manufacturer

Company B is a small company with a wide range of tomato products: dried tomato, tomato powder, smoked tomato, “salmorejo”, and “gazpacho” powder. The novelty of its products is at the consumer level (supermarket shelves). However, the lack of information of the products’ properties is considered to be the main obstacle for its commercialization, followed by the difficulty of accessing the broad-spectrum distribution channels.

CEO: “The commercial distribution is concentrated on three or four firms that, unfortunately, are too dominant, both by trend and by purchase. One of them is close to 30% of the distribution to the final consumer.”

To avoid these difficulties, the company opted to digitize part of its commercialization.

CEO: “We consider ourselves a digital company and we try to do everything online. We try to sell by WhatsApp, Messenger, and we have a chat. Those have been our main innovations, although perhaps too advanced for a society that is satisfied with its sales channels.”

Company B developed an innovation strategy that involved the production and marketing of tomato powder in small quantities for domestic use. The need to take advantage of this market gap was detected, where tomato powder could be used as another condiment for daily use in the kitchen, similarly to paprika or salt.

CEO: “In Extremadura, Conesa and Transa are the main producers of concentrated tomato. They sell large quantities in containers. We sell a 20 gr bottle, so we understood that there was a market.”

The organization has faced a series of difficulties since starting its industrial activity, which caused changes in its innovation strategy. It is difficult for the consumers to understand and accept the use of their product as another seasoning. This made them focus their efforts on investing in marketing and advertising, allowing them to later relaunch their products.

CEO: “We have had great difficulties to make our product understood […] We noted that we were not able to send the right message to our clients. For this reason, we decided to innovate in advertising and marketing, relaunching our product.”

Another mechanism adopted in its novel approach is to adopt the “pull system” (launch the process of creating value from orders).

CEO: “We try to work ‘just in time’. We have machinery that allows us to work very quickly, so, from the moment the order comes in, we are responding to Amazon, and in less than 24 h our product is delivered.”

The international presence of its products through Amazon reaches France and Germany. In the interview, the CEO first said that they had no competition, although later he changed his opinion, and said that their competition came from substitute products and that, in this sense, they face great competitors.

CEO: “We have not analyzed well our competition. We thought that our competition did not exist, because our product was not on the market, but the reality is that our competition is substitute products. For example, at dinner, if we decide to have a tomato cream, instead of sausages. Well then … our competitor will be Oscar Mayer […] At the end, we realized we have made big enemies, like Nestlé, Unilever . . .”

Throughout the process of redefining the company’s innovative strategy, the figure of the manager adds value, even if the role that this management has in a delocalized and practically virtual company is different from other companies, using different tools and mechanisms.
CEO: “Management in our organization adds value, but it is distributed. With responsible people, it is not so important [ . . . ] There are tools to manage tasks, assign tasks, and we can use offshoring tools.”

Company B has a matrix structure. Responsibilities are spread across departments and people, allowing the information to be accessible to all areas. It is also important that the employees develop a commitment culture within the organization, where a good work climate prevails.

CEO: “[ . . . ] it is a project in which there is a commitment from the people who work here and that is culture.” “The work environment is essential to be able to get to something specific.”

Company B’s market orientation is to create and understand the relationships between its customers, suppliers, and competition, responding to the innovative dynamics the market needs.

CEO: “It is important to talk to our clients or potential clients [ . . . ] We visit markets to know about people’s need, visit fairs, see what is being done on social networks,...”

• COMPANY C: Olive oil manufacturer

As a small young company, Company C is oriented to a market segment where facing the great generalists is avoided by applying a focus strategy. Nationwide product distribution is done on-line, in gourmet stores, and in some supermarkets, not in large chains such as Mercadona or Carrefour.

Nevertheless, its market niche does not have a high price elasticity and the company leans towards a high-quality oil: the extra virgin olive oil. This strategy is accompanied by the internationalization of the product, which not only offers superior quality but is also an ecological product that generates 50% of the company’s sales.

CEO: “The idea of oil as a healthy product does not work here: people do not understand the olive oil for its properties, they only see it as a condiment. Outside of Spain though, things are different. People value its beneficial properties beyond its organoleptic properties. Finally, we had to survive and decided to go outside where consumers value the product. We export to Taiwan, Japan, Canada, USA, and Europe, in countries like Germany. Everything we export is organic.”

These markets not only expect superior quality (with its extra virgin olive oil), but also the health benefits, and the firm is developing another of its product variants through exogenous research. One of its innovations is the olive oil to be used as raw material in cosmetics. Its research process involved the universities of Madrid and Valencia, some Extremaduran private and public companies, and the University Hospital of Badajoz, through the dermatology department.

CEO: “Nowadays, we are working with the Foundation for the Training and Research of Health Professionals in Extremadura (Fundesalud), the Extremaduran Health Service (SES), the sub-directorate of pharmacies, the Association of Sociosanitary Care of Nursing Homes Residences (ASOREX), and the Extremaduran Service for the Promotion of Autonomy and Care for Dependency (SEPAD).”

Therefore, the importance of innovation is crucial for the company, although the time involved in the investigation process stands out as a major obstacle.

CEO: “Research is in the gene of this company and, fortunately, its owner is also in favor of innovating. Nowadays, if you do not innovate you are dead.”[ . . . ] “Every research study that we have carried out took a long time to prepare, especially the documentation. Carrying out a clinical case lasts at least four months, and any research project lasts for a year or more.”

All of this has been made possible thanks to the teamwork within the company.
CEO: “Creating a positive work climate is essential. I firmly believe that the most important thing in the company is the human team, that it makes all the difference and it is also the most difficult to manage, without a doubt. I think that currently you have to be more of a team leader and less of a boss…”

And guided by a strategy that sets the future direction of the company.

CEO: “As a manager, I am in charge of planning and I try to follow a strategy. Nevertheless, along the way, you encounter a series of difficulties and have to adjust according to those obstacles.”

To finally achieve the most important thing in the company.

CEO: “Yes, of course, you are watching and analyzing what others do all day. But you do not do it with the idea of stealing ideas or that they are going to take yours, what I want is to improve. What I want to do is to add value to the customer’s life, and finally, solve the problems that the consumer needs to solve.”

• COMPANY D: Wine manufacturer

Company D is a family business. It is a recent winery, whose origin comes from the lifelong interest and desire of the father of the family. For a long time, like most of the farmers in the region do, the family delivered the grapes to cooperatives or private wineries. However, the father instilled in the children an interest in wine and wine-making as a business. When the father died, the family considered starting the project of setting up a winery. Initially, only two brothers worked in the winery, but when their mother retired, the interviewee also joined the company.

CEO: “We have a lot of competition. In 2003, we created our own brand. In 2007, all the vines had already been dedicated to organic farming. The project was born with the idea of selling our own quality wines. But we did not do it that way. In 2017, after ten years had passed, we decided that we had to renovate the company.”

At that time, the entire bottling project began to take shape. They decided not to sell the wine in bulk anymore and started making their own wine. In 2017, Company D was born as an employee-owned company made up of three brothers and they began to manufacture and bottle their own wine. Each brother has defined his role and responsibility within the company, although there is collaboration in all aspects that do not require much specialization.

The company innovates to carve itself a place in the market despite the great competition. The innovation was brought on by the market conditions that demanded a sweeter type of wine, difficult to produce in an ecological way. So, they began researching to achieve different and totally organic wines. Currently, they have a limited range of wines (white wine from the Cayetana grape, native to Extremadura, and Tempranillo red wine, from a national grape). Two of their wines include innovations: white wine with “aloe vera” and red wine with “reishi” (a mushroom with beneficial properties). The company has a clear attitude to promote innovation in order to evolve as a company and differentiate itself from the competition. They constantly look forward to doing something new and different, and this implies continually researching and seeking new opportunities.

The company has also started an internationalization process, with clients in the UK and Belgium, along with bulk sale in Portugal. They also have multi-portfolio collaborators in different parts of Spain to sell their products.

There is no formal strategy in the company. However, actions are planned with the aim of meeting sales objectives, in addition to promotional tasks, and working on product innovation.

CEO: “The company, which is us, has not established a formal strategy. I have a long-term goal, not a short-term one. And my older brother also has a long-term goal, which is to sell all the bottled wine.”
Now the important thing is to create a brand. In the actions we are taking we do not measure what we sell, especially since it is very complicated. I must do it; I should do it. What we do is to plan the actions, and we, of course, want to reach the sales objective. In addition to the actions of sale promotion, we are going to invent things, and innovate and experiment with wines.”

A lot of dynamic changes are observed in the sector, mainly in the sales channels. In this sense, the company requires a specialized professional to carry out the online marketing, which consists not only of online sales but also of a set of actions to achieve a good positioning.

CEO: “Before, the wineries were a bit traditional, with traditional sales channels, and I, who have been training on the internet for some time, could see that even the big wineries did not change either, perhaps because they thought they did not need it, or it was not their channel. But now, many things are being done. Many did not have their online store, only their very glamorous website, and now they already have their online store.”

Given the current situation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and the interruption of their activities, they have sought new means to make themselves known to their clients, such as the development of an online tasting that brought together more than one hundred people, and for which the company has achieved recognition.

CEO: “You have to move a lot and make yourself known everywhere, make a lot of noise, do a lot of crazy things. Do something strong, different. There is too much information around.”

Its market orientation seeks online positioning through marketing, that the company understands as a set of many actions in which they are being trained and assisted by professionals, as a way of differentiating themselves from their competitors.

• COMPANY E: wine manufacturer.

Company E is a family business, dedicated to producing quality wines for several generations. Its strategy is not only to produce quality wines, but also to develop and promote the culture of wine, in order for the consumer to know and grasp the concept of well-being associated with the winery.

CEO: “This is a family business that gathers the tradition of viticulture. We follow an ancient culture such as the wine one, but at the same time, we try to be an innovative and modern company that wants to become a benchmark in quality wine within Extremadura.”

The wine sector is a traditional sector with great dynamism, where the main changes are introduced by young wineries. It is also a sector characterized by intense competition. There are 4300 wineries and 96 Designations of Origin only in Spain, making it necessary to develop strategies that lead to market differentiation.

CEO: “Innovations are continuous, both in the bottle, the label, and the wine itself [...] It is also a very traditional sector, where the innovations are carried out by the new wineries, with semi-sweet wines, sparkling wines ...”

The organization seeks to differentiate itself in the market and professionalize the company. In recent years, some improvements to their industrial facilities have been made, allowing them to improve processes within the winery. They also included management systems, improvement of the corporate image, and new products.

CEO: “Since I work here (three years) we have made a record of agro-industrial incentives … we have also implemented an ERP management system, which is a system that allows integrating the accounting and traceability. We have also implemented a quality standard, ISO 22000. In 2017, we launched a new corporate image ...”
Currently, the firm focuses its efforts on opening up the market at a national and international level, despite the difficulties that the company has encountered while doing so.

CEO: “The market in Madrid is very interesting. I’ve been trying to find a distributor in Madrid since I started... The one who is positioned is HABLA, but of course, HABLA has an investment capacity in Marketing that we do not have for now.”

CEO: “We are trying to open a market in China, it is difficult, we have not sold anything yet...”

In 2006, they decided to diversify their activities by opening a restaurant within their facilities. In this way, they materialized their growth and the diversification of their activities, promoting the culture of wine through the preparation of tastings, pairings, events, and ecological routes within their facilities. In 2019, they included a sparkling wine in their products. The sparkling wine market is growing and the profit margins are higher than those provided by still wines. To make this Brut Nature, they made a significant investment, the construction of a winery valued at €1,000,000.

CEO: “We are targeting the sparkling wine market; it is a growing market and a highly valued product abroad. We make a Brut Nature and we were trying to enter the D.O Cava, but they told us that in a winery that already had grapes from other municipalities than Almendralejo, you cannot make cava. [ ... ] In 2019, we built a new winery, valued at €1,000,000, to produce cava. The objective is to make a higher quality curve than is being made now in Extremadura.”

In the strategic dynamics of the company and throughout the innovative process, the manager is the main actor, in charge of guiding the strategy of the company, promoting the culture of wine within the organization, organizing the structure of the company and its market orientation.

CEO: “Without the manager’s involvement, it is impossible to innovate, I believe that innovation has to come from the bottom up and from the top down... In innovative processes, the manager’s job is to facilitate and enhance culture.”

Company E is structured in specific departments and functions, where the work environment is essential for the development of an innovative culture and the commitment of workers.

CEO: “The climate is fundamental, if you don’t have a good climate within the company and a good environment, it is very difficult for innovation to emerge, because innovation must arise from the trust of the workers, who propose initiatives for the company. So, if there isn’t a good atmosphere and the workers go about their business because they know that they will not be listened to, then maybe you are missing out on innovations [ ... ]. The innovative processes come from the staff of the winery who are working day by day with the wine or with the production processes and they themselves are capable of creating the innovative process.”

The organization develops internal communication within all areas of the organization. It also maintains contact with its customers and suppliers, which helps them understand their needs and demands. He watches his competition to know what they are doing, although he claims that not as much as he would like, due to the lack of resources.

CEO: “We have two people in the commercial department who are constantly traveling and moving abroad, seeing what the market needs are, seeing what the consumers are asking for and trying to meet their expectations. [ ... ] We have had a problem with a cork stopper and the supplier himself has told us that the cork improves the quality of the wine [ ... ] In relation to the competition, we do not monitor the competition as much as we would like, due to lack of resources.”
3.3. Cross Analysis of the Cases and Variables of the Proposed Model

3.3.1. Regarding Innovative Performance

COMPANY A, a large company, develops process and management innovation, a product of the expansion dynamics that began in 2014. In addition, it started another process in its products by expanding its lines, in response to its customers in the development of sauces.

COMPANY B, a small young company, develops and patents new products, as well as innovation in marketing through the packaging of its products and its online marketing and management system.

COMPANY C, one of the most dynamic, develops through open innovation with the academic, public, and private business sectors, a new raw material for the cosmetics sector, in addition to products such as olive leaf tea. It also innovates in marketing, catering, wine tourism, and strategic marketing mechanisms for their products.

COMPANY D, another small company, a relatively young wine producer, develops product innovations, differentiating itself with unique products in the market and by innovating in marketing through “virtual tastings” with its clients, achieving the positioning of its products both nationally and internationally.

COMPANY E, with a great position in the Extremadura wine sector, is initiating a process of innovation in its business model and product, entering the Cava sector.

3.3.2. Regarding the Variables of the Model

The variables proposed in the research model were validated formally, or informally in the case of the relatively smaller organizations.

This is how all the premises were positively valued as determinants of innovative performance by all the participants in the multiple case study (see Table 3).

P1. There is a positive relationship between management and innovative performance: validated. Management that acts proactively in the handling of complementary resources, not only creating appropriate internal conditions, but also external ones.

P2. There is a positive relationship between strategy and innovative performance: validated. A strategy that sets a course and establishes the "how-to".

P3. There is a positive relationship between culture and innovative performance: validated. A culture that encourages the right mindset.

P4. There is a positive relationship between structure and innovative performance: validated. A structure that organizes work in a way that enhances human capital.

P5. There is a positive relationship between climate and innovative performance: validated. A climate capable of creating the enthusiasm and commitment necessary to achieve the objectives.

P6. There is a positive relationship between market orientation and innovative performance: validated. A market orientation that establishes the environment-organization relationship as a source of ideas, recommendations, adjustments, and benchmarks.

Table 3 summarizes the most relevant aspects of the results of the case study.
The core value that drives the company is customer orientation, we focus on our customers, seeking to achieve the perfection that the customer wants; you have to make all departments aware of that.

**Management**

| COMPANY A | “Management is essential and having trained, motivated people with emotional intelligence.”
| COMPANY B | “The one who leads the dynamics of innovation is management, coordinating and delegating tasks.”
| COMPANY C | “Management is the starting point of all action. I told myself I need a manager who will help me get all this in and running.”
| COMPANY D | “As of 2017, I began to shape the bottling project and that is when Bodegas XX was born as an employee-owned company, shaping the commercial and marketing part.”
| COMPANY E | “Without the manager’s involvement it is impossible to develop any corporate innovation ...”

**Strategy**

| COMPANY A | “There is a document that guides the strategy of the company, The Mission is ‘to be a benchmark in the tomato sector’ and the vision is known, we have a SWOT and so today, because we act.”
| COMPANY B | “Strategic planning, defining where it is going to add more value.”
| COMPANY C | “As a manager I am in charge of planning and we are trying to follow a strategy. The strategy is defined as formally as I can. I define the strategy formally, but another thing is if we can implement it.”
| COMPANY D | “The company, which is us, has not established a formal strategy. I have a long-term goal, not short-term. And my older brother also has a long-term goal.”
| COMPANY E | “We do documents every year, it is a business plan, which can be considered a strategic plan.”

**Structure**

| COMPANY A | “Specialization is important as long as there is communication between the areas. The departments must be interacting; we have committees in which the heads of each area from other factories come.”
| COMPANY B | “The structure is a matrix [...] It gives you strength, because the information is accessible and all workers can respond, although we still do not have a registration, we have a documentation system on which we act, to be able to see who has done what.”
| COMPANY C | “We are three people working, one is more focused on production, another on administration and accounting, and finally I am dedicated to the management of the company and innovation. As we are less now, we have to do a bit of multitasking.”
| COMPANY D | “Everyone has their role, but we help each other. Teamwork is very important.”
| COMPANY E | “We work 10 people and in the restaurant 5, and if you count the people who work in the fields, we would be about 25 people in total.”

**Culture**

| COMPANY A | “Culture is the engine that influences the organization. Human resources have to work so that all employees follow the culture and the company values.”
| COMPANY B | “It is important that there is a culture.”
| COMPANY C | “Within our company we have innovative and investigative dynamics, that is our gene, to add value for the client and solve their problems, these are fundamental aspects that guide our behavior.”
| COMPANY D | “Values that prevail in the company are wanting to evolve, differentiate ourselves from the competition, do something new.”
| COMPANY E | “We seek excellence, to make things better every day and we try to improve and make a place for ourselves in the world of wine.”

**Climate**

| COMPANY A | “The climate is very important. A 5 on a scale of 1 to 5, because who does not work on it is lost.”
| COMPANY B | “The work environment is essential that for there to be good communication and a feeling “that creates a good work environment.”
| COMPANY C | “A positive work climate is essential.”
| COMPANY D | “Teamwork is important. Communication is essential.”
| COMPANY E | “The climate is fundamental, if you do not have a good working environment within the company, it is very difficult for innovation to emerge, it makes the workers commit.”

**Market Orientation**

| COMPANY A | “The core value that drives the company is customer orientation, we focus on our customers, seeking to achieve the perfection that the customer wants; you have to make all departments aware of that.”
| COMPANY B | “Market orientation is important for the company to be viable.”
| COMPANY C | “The customer is fundamental. We need information from our customers to know what products to put on the market. We always try to provide feedback to our clients. You are also seeing and analyzing what others are doing... what you have to do is add value for the customer, and in the end to solve the problems that the consumer has.”
| COMPANY D | “Even if you hire the best communicators and if you are not solving a problem for the client, if the client is not aware that they have a problem, nor are you showing it to them, then you are not going to succeed.”
| COMPANY E | “We have two people in the commercial department, who are constantly traveling and moving abroad, seeing what the market needs are, seeing what the consumer is asking for and trying to meet their expectations.”

Table 3. Results of the case study.
4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to analyze the influence of six variables in the innovative performance of companies. Based on a multiple-case study, five in-depth interviews were carried out to measure the level of importance that managers gave to each of the variables of the proposed model. We found that all the contrasted variables (Management; Culture; Structure; Strategy; Market Orientation; and Organizational Climate) had a great weight for the achievement of the innovative performance, all six of the proposed premises having been validated.

4.1. Innovative Culture, Organizational Climate, Strategy and Structure

Our findings are in line with the studies of [42,43]. In both of them, a multivariate model was proposed to explain the innovative performance in companies. Reference [42] outlined that the contextual factors related to the Organizational Climate and the Innovative Culture are vital for the success of the company, adding that the biggest performance is positively related to higher levels of Innovative Culture.

Culture, Organizational Climate, Strategy, and Structure are variables of vital importance for the achievement of the innovative performance. The first one (Culture), is the driver of the action oriented at innovating. It is fed by a clear definition of the vision and the mission of the company (Strategy), the way the work is organized inside the firm (Structure-flexibility), and the establishment of support mechanisms (rewarding the success and the recognition). This combination of factors is contained in the model proposed by [43], and validated through a quantitative study in the textile sector, with a sample of 287 companies, demonstrating the influence of the model’s variables on innovation.

Another important issue is that the level of formalization of the strategic process was higher in the bigger companies than in the smaller ones, although these maintained a similar approach in general. The most important difference might be the way the reference documents are treated on a day-to-day basis. Nevertheless, although the processes are not formalized within the organization, they are considered key in the projection of actions to reach the proposed objectives, considering the importance of flexibility and the appropriate adaptation to the characteristics of the environment.

This finding coincides with the studies of [48,51]. The first study [51] compared this aspect to the contingent character of the strategy. The second one [48] contemplated the necessity of the structuring a cooperative dynamic and a flexible strategy. In our case, both recommendations are present in the interviewed companies.

4.2. Management and Market Orientation (MO)

Management is the driver, the catalyst, and the guide of the action, as well as being the center of the decision-making process. It is also the center of coordination both inside and outside the organization, assigning resources, giving guidance, and balancing the flows of resources in the ecosystem of which the organization is a part.

Management plays an important role in the identification and impulse/support of the product and process innovation complementarities [65]. Management not only responds to contingencies because of the dynamism of environmental or competitive intensity, but within its multiple responsibilities are also the management and coordination of the alliances and knowledge acquired from these [53]. Success mostly resides in the ability to manage these alliances; without a complete understanding of how they should be managed, companies could lose the opportunity offered by this kind of cooperation.

Regarding the innovation ecosystem, its complexity is due to the diversity of agents and the geographical diversity. In this sense, Mei et al. [57] found a positive correlation between the different types of linked organizations and the innovative performance, explaining that the role of the manager is important, not only regarding the solidification of the links, but also in creating the necessary absorptive capacity in open innovation. García-Morales et al. [66] refers to another important function of management, highlighting its importance through the validation of the hypothesis that a positive
association exists between transformational leadership exercised by management and organizational innovation. This management style emphasizes emotions, values, and it stimulates creativity in employees, establishing a participative and collaborative management.

If Management is the action that orders all processes inside the organization, Market Orientation (MO) is the source that maintains the internal and external dynamics of the organization. MO facilitates the interaction with the buyer, the competition, the information administration, and the internal coordination (cross-functional coordination), focusing on solving problems and opportunities that are perceived in the environment.

The importance and positive relationship of MO with the innovative performance was perceived through the interviews of this study, coinciding with the findings of Ho et al. [70], who used a sample of 190 actors in the value chain of cattle-raising to measure the relationship between MO and innovation (the innovative performance). This study showed that there is no positive relationship between MO and financial performance. However, if there were a positive relationship between MO and cross-functional coordination and, in turn, a positive relationship between the cross-functional coordination with innovation (innovative performance), then there would also be a positive relationship between innovative performance and financial performance.

On the other hand, Ozkaya et al. [71], when referring to the importance of the variable MO in a firm’s performance, concentrated only on two factors: The client orientation and the competitor orientation, as a source they called Market-based Innovation. This is a better criterion for small business and its dominant informality, since it ignores the coordination between functional areas, and rather emphasizes the development of competencies based on Customer Knowledge and Competitor Knowledge, resulting in an innovation adjusted to the market reality. The authors concluded that the ability to generate and use knowledge about your customers and competitors increases the performance through market-based innovations.

The results of this study show, as a main contribution to the reviewed studies, the joint importance of all of these variables on the innovative performance. The research explored and validated an issue that has not been developed previously. The six variables of the theoretical model (Innovative Culture, Organization, Strategy, Structure, Management, and MO) positively influence the innovative performance of the agri-food companies. It is important to highlight, however, that the level of formalization of the variables responds to the size of the organization. Nevertheless, neither the process informality nor the design diminishes the key role that all the variables play in the achievement of innovative performance.

5. Conclusions

The multiple-case study carried out has shown that there is a positive relationship between the factors proposed by the research model and innovative performance. The level of clarity and formalization of each of the factors is manifested as a function of the size and level of formalization and professionalization of the different companies.

The results conclude on the importance of Management in achieving innovative performance. Management must assume a crucial role, not only focused on the dynamics of the response to its business environment, but also on the creation of a work environment that enhances creativity. Therefore, Management has to act on multiple levels that provide feedback on the results of the action that is being carried out. Thus, the interaction with the market (MO) and the vision embodied in the Strategy (objectives and procedures) must be completed with the generation of an internal balance necessary to achieve the expected achievements (Culture, Climate, and Structure).

The research, by expanding into other aspects, discovered the criteria of the interviewees. They considered that other variables should be taken into account to enhance innovative performance, especially the variables “training” and “attitude”, to contribute to greater solidity and dynamism in the generation of results.
Finally, several aspects were also highlighted as possible obstacles to innovative performance, such as: failure to choose a correct market-oriented idea; more innovative competitors; lack of profitability in the project; too long development times; having a limited view of your client; lack of coordination; marketing and communication; a risk-averse culture; lack of support from public administrations; lack of funding or lack of staff training.

Likewise, aspects related to the dynamics of the public sector in its role of supporting the innovation of companies were pointed out, demanding the reduction of bureaucratic procedures and the increase public financial aid.

As managerial implications, this study contributes to the promotion of the capacities and competences of the agri-food companies’ managers for the development of innovative activities favoring knowledge, external visibility, and competitiveness. Specifically, and based on the results obtained, the management should establish objectives and formal or informal procedures that guide the innovative action of the company. Likewise, the management should develop a climate that encourages people to innovate by providing solutions to customer needs, as well as increasing their commitment to the organization, thus allowing the achievement of their strategic objectives. Contact with customers is essential to know their needs and to be able to respond to them through innovation. Finally, to achieve an internal coordination that allows collaboration and teamwork.

This study had a significant research limitation. As a consequence of the state of alarm decreed by the government in Spain in March due to the pandemic caused by COVID 19, only three of the interviews could be conducted at the company’s headquarters, as recommended by the methodology of case study. The last two interviews were by video conference because of the recommendation to avoid human movement between municipalities. This fact also limited the number of companies interviewed. Nevertheless, the results obtained using this methodology give an approximation to the reality that, in a future research, it is going to complete through a quantitative study that will validate the theoretical model.
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